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Abstract

Resource on Demand in 802.11 Wireless LANs is receiving an increasing attention, with its feasibility
already proved in practice and some initial analytical models available. However, while these models
have assumed that access points (APs) start up in zero time, experimentation has showed that this is
hardly the case. In this work, we provide a new model to account for this time in the simple case of a
WLAN formed by two APs where the second AP is switched on/off dynamically to adapt to the traffic
load and reduce the overall power consumption, and show that it significantly alters the results when
compared to the zero start-up time case, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Our findings show
that having a non-zero start up time modifies significantly the trade-offs between power consumption
and performance that appears on Resource on Demand solutions. Finally, we propose an algorithm to
optimize the energy consumption of the network while guaranteeing a given performance bound.
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1. Introduction

One of the most effective techniques to cope
with the growing traffic demand in wireless net-
works is to deploy more access points (APs),
thus reducing the per-cell coverage and facilitat-
ing spectrum re-use. This technique, though,
challenges energy-efficient operation, as a deploy-
ment planned for a high traffic load results in a
huge wastage of energy at a low load if all the
infrastructure is kept powered on.

To achieve energy efficient operation in very
dense scenarios, the network has to implement
a Resource-on-Demand (RoD) scheme by which

IThis paper is an extended version of our paper [1],

APs are activated as the demand grows and de-
activated as it shrinks. Given that, in general,
mobile networks are carefully planned, owned by
a single operator, and consist of equipment with
very high energy demands (and, correspondingly,
high energy bills), it comes to no surprise that
most of the research so far in RoD has focus on
the case of cellular networks [2, 3]. For the case
of Wireless LAN (WLAN), though, fewer works
have addressed the problem of RoD [4, 5, 6].

Very recently, two surveys have addressed the
impact of sleep-mode techniques [7] and the im-
pact of on-demand activation of resources [8] on
the energy efficiency of wireless networks. Both
surveys agree that the partial or full deactiva-
tion of base stations/APs with low traffic is a
key enabler for energy efficiency. In this regard,
two of the main conclusions in [7], whose focus
is cellular networks, are: (i) dynamic approaches
outperform static solutions; and (ii) there is a
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widespread use of over-simplified models, and fur-
ther research analyzing the impact of parameters
such as the time required to switch on/off base
stations is needed.

The review of on-demand approaches [8] con-
siders both WLANs and cellular networks. In
this survey, more than fifty strategies are clas-
sified according to the type of network (cellu-
lar, WLAN), performance metric (user demand,
coverage, QoS, energy efficiency), type of al-
gorithm (online fast reaction, online slow reac-
tion, offline) and control scheme (centralized, dis-
tributed, pseudo-distributed, cooperative). In
this work, it is also highlighted that the delay
to switch on/off equipment should be considered
when implementing the algorithms in real envi-
ronments.

Among the works cited in [8], in the semi-
nal work of [4], authors demonstrate the feasi-
bility and potential savings of RoD for 802.11
WLANs with “Survey, Evaluate, Adapt, and Re-
peat” (SEAR), a RoD framework based on heuris-
tics that opportunistically powers on and off APs
while maintaining coverage and user performance.
In contrast to this experimental-driven approach,
in [5] authors present the first analytical model
for RoD, focusing on the case of “clusters” of
APs (i.e., devices with overlapping coverage ar-
eas) and analyzing the impact of the strategy used
to (de)activate APs on parameters such as the en-
ergy savings and the switch-off rate of the devices.
In [6], authors extend the work of [5] to analyze
the case when APs do not completely overlap their
coverage areas, to understand the trade-offs when
e.g. (re)associating clients from one AP to an-
other AP in order to power down the former.

In both analytical works [5, 6], as well as in a
recent follow-up analysis [9], among other simpli-
fying assumptions, authors neglect the time re-
quired to power on an AP. This assumption is
also made in [10], where the impact of the AP
power model on the energy efficiency of a WLAN
is analyzed. However, in [4] it is reported that
typical start-up times range between 12 and 35
seconds. To confirm these results, we perform an
experimental characterization of the power con-
sumed by a Linksys WRT54GL router running

From (Power) To (Power) Time

OFF (0 W) ON (2.7 W) 45 s
ON (2.7 W) OFF (0 W) 3 s

Table 1: Time required to switch from the ON state to the
OFF state (and vice-versa) in a Linksys WRT54GL.

OpenWRT 10.03.1, which is a very popular wire-
less router that has been widely deployed, follow-
ing the methodology we described in [11] and also
measuring the average time required to power it
on (i.e., the device starts broadcasting the SSID)
and to power it off (i.e., no SSID is broadcasted).
We note that, for this experiment, there is no traf-
fic being transmitted or received in the ON state,
which significantly impacts the energy consumed
as reported in [11]. The results are provided in
Table 1. As our results confirm, these times are
far from negligible, in particular when compared
against inter-arrivals and/or service times. In this
work we revisit this assumption and assess its im-
pact on performance.

More specifically, in this work we address the
problem of modeling the time required to start-
up an AP in a RoD scenario. We consider the
case of a network with two overlapping APs and
show that, even in this simple scenario, consid-
ering the start-up times alters both qualitatively
and quantitatively the results, as compared to the
case of “immediate” boot times. Our analysis is
validated by extensive event-driven simulations,
which confirm the validity of the model for a va-
riety of scenarios.

2. System Model

Our system is a simplified version of the cluster
model analyzed in [5], consisting of two identical
APs serving the same area. One of the APs is
always on, in order to maintain the WLAN cover-
age, while the other AP is opportunistically pow-
ered on (off) as users arrive (leave) the system.
However, in contrast to the model in [5], pow-
ering on the second AP takes Ton units of time;
during this time, the second AP is not available
and arriving requests are served by the first AP.
Each AP consumes PAP units of power when ac-
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Figure 1: Example of the powering on/off process for Nh = 5 and Nl = 3.

tive (i.e., during start-up and when powered on)
and 0 otherwise. Although commodity hardware
can support an intermediate state (i.e., switch-
ing on/off the wireless card), this does not bring
as much savings as powering on/off the complete
device [11].

In our model, a “user” is a new connection
generated by a wireless client. Following [12],
these are generated according to a Poisson pro-
cess at rate λ and are always served by the less
loaded AP. The AP bandwidth is evenly shared
among all the users, which demand an exponen-
tially distributed amount of work. We argue that
although in real systems these amounts of work
may deviate from the exponential distribution,
this assumption serves to illustrate the impact of
boot-up times on performance. Based on these
assumptions, service times are also exponentially
distributed, with the departure rate being µ when
there is only one serving AP and 2µ when both
APs are serving, i.e., we neglect the impact of
channel sharing. We assume a load-balancing al-
gorithm such that users (re)associate while they
are being served, and that this (re)association
time is negligible –note that this can be achieved
with the recent 802.11v and 802.11r amendments
[13], which support triggering re-associations and
performing fast transitions, respectively, with mi-
nor disruption of the service. Following our pre-
vious measurements, we will also neglect the time
required to power off an AP.

We set the maximum number of users per AP
to K. This assumption on the “hard capacity” on
the number of users, also used in [5], emulates the
provisioning of a minimum bandwidth (e.g., QoS)

or the finite size of the address pool. Based on
this, the maximum number of users allowed into
the network is 2K; however, despite there should
be at most K users per AP when this maximum
is reached, we allow up to 2K users into the first
AP while the second one is being powered on, as
users will re-associate once it becomes available.

In order to power on and off the second AP,
we assume that there is a threshold-based pol-
icy with hysteresis: the second AP is powered on
when there are Nh users associated with the first
AP and another user arrives, and it is powered off
when there are Nl +1 users in the system and one
of them leaves. Therefore, the power on-off pro-
cess has a hysteresis of size Nh−Nl. We illustrate
in Fig. 1 an example of the process of switching
on/off APs for the case of Nh = 5 and Nl = 3.
As the figure shows, when there are 5 users in the
WLAN only one AP is powered on, but when a
sixth user arrives the second AP starts to boot
up (although it may take some time before it can
serve users). Then, at some point a user leaves,
but both APs are kept on, and even with four
users no AP is deactivated. Only when the limit
Nl = 3 is reached, the second AP is switched off
and only one AP remains active. This example
corresponds to a hysteresis of Nh −Nl = 2.

We characterize the performance of the system
with the following figures:

• The average power consumed by the infras-
tructure P .

• The average time spent in the system by a
user Ts.
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• The probability that a user is not allowed into
the system because of reaching the hard limit
of 2K users, i.e., the blocking probability pB.

• The rate at which the second AP is powered
on/off ω, which is another key variable of in-
terest as it can affect the lifetime of the equip-
ment.

The focus of the work is first to model the im-
pact of Ton on these variables, then to understand
the different trade-offs in performance, and finally
to derive the optimal configuration of an RoD
scheme based on an optimization criterion.

3. Performance Analysis

We model our system with the regenerative pro-
cess [14] illustrated in Fig. 2. This regenerative
process is formed by three stages, which depend
on the status of the second AP:

• Stage A, in which the second AP is inactive.

• Stage B, in which it is being powered on but
cannot serve clients yet.

• Stage C, in which both APs are active and
serving users.

Following the description of the system model,
there are three transitions:

• The transition A → B, which is produced
when there are Nh users associated with the
first AP and a new user arrives.

• The transition B → C, which is triggered
by the completion of the Ton units of time
required to power on the second AP.

• The transition C → A, which occurs when
there are Nl + 1 users in the system and one
of them leaves.

We note that, in case there are Nl or fewer users
when the transition B → C happens (i.e., a num-
ber of users higher than the hysteresis left while
the second AP was switching on), we will consider

two APs 

A B 

C 
Ton 

Nh+1 

Nl 

one AP 

second AP 

booting up 

Figure 2: Regenerative process to model the system.

that the system traverses state C with a zero so-
journ time, and then transitions to state A.

In the following, we first describe how to com-
pute the performance figures of the complete
system, based on per-stage variables, and then
present a model for the dynamics of the system,
based on a Markov chain model for each stage.
Throughout the article, we will refer with “stage”
to the three states of the regenerative process il-
lustrated in Fig. 2, and reserve the use of “state”
for the description of the Markov chains. We note
that this analysis of a two-AP scenario is exact as
long as the assumptions on the arrival and de-
parture processes, and the (re)association times
hold.

3.1. Computing the overall performance figures

The average duration T of a complete cycle of
the regenerative process can be computed as

T = TA + TB + TC , (1)

where T j is the average sojourn time of stage j.
Note that, in our scenario, we have by definition

that TB = Ton, while the computation of TA and
TC will be performed in the following subsection.

Based on the T j, the average power consumed
by the network is

P =
PAPT

A + 2PAP (TB + TC)

T
. (2)

To compute the other performance figures, we
need to obtain the expected amount of time that
there are i users in the system during the duration
of a cycle, Ti. Similarly to (1), this value can be
expressed as

Ti = TA
i + TB

i + TC
i , (3)
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where T j
i is the average amount of time that there

are i users in the system during the sojourn time
of stage j. With the values of Ti and T , the prob-
ability pi that there are i users in the system is
given by

pi =
Ti
T

=
TA
i + TB

i + TC
i

TA + TB + TC
. (4)

Based on the pi, the blocking probability is equal
to the probability that there are 2K users in the
system, i.e.,

pB = p2K , (5)

while the average time spent by a user in the sys-
tem Ts is given by Little’s formula:

Ts =
Nt

λ (1− pB)
, (6)

where Nt corresponds to the average number of
users in the system, which is computed as

Nt =
2K∑
i=0

ipi. (7)

Finally, the derivation of the deactivation rate
of the second AP ω is almost immediate, given
that it corresponds to the inverse of a complete
power on–power off cycle, i.e., the average dura-
tion of a cycle of the regenerative process. There-
fore, it can be computed as

ω =
1

TA + TB + TC
. (8)

With the above, we can compute the perfor-
mance figures of the system with (2), (5), (6), and
(8), given the times T j

i and T j. We next describe
how to compute these times by modeling the dy-
namics of each stage of the regenerative process.

3.2. Modeling each stage of the regenerative pro-
cess

The three stages of the regenerative process can
be modeled with three different Continuous-Time
Markov Chains (CTMCs), illustrated in Fig. 3.
In all the chains, the state models the number
of users being served by the system, each chain
having a different number of states:

1 
Nh+1 2K 0 … … 

µ µ µ µ µ 

     

Nh 
Nh+1 0 

µ µ 

   

1 

µ 

 

… 

Nl 
Nl+1 2K 

2µ 2µ 2µ 

  

2K-1 

2µ 

 

… 

(a) CTMCA 

(b) CTMCB 

(c) CTMCC 

Figure 3: CTMCs representing the different stages of the
regenerative process.

• CTMCA models the system when only one
AP is powered on, and therefore its number
of states ranges from 0 (empty system) to
Nh + 1 (the system transitions to the next
stage).

• CTMCB models the system during the Ton
units of time it takes for the second AP to
power, and therefore it can serve between 0
and the maximum number of users 2K.

• CTMCC models the system when the two
APs are serving users, and therefore ranges
between Nl and 2K (the system transitions
to stage A).

We next analyze each of these CTMCs sepa-
rately, starting with CTMCB (the one with the
largest number of states).

3.2.1. CTMCB

This case is illustrated in Fig. 3b, where users
arrive at a rate λ and are served at a rate µ. Our
aim is to compute the expected total time the
CTMC spends in each state during the interval
[0, Ton). If we define πi (t) as the probability that
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a CTMC is in state i at time t, the expected total
time spent in that state i during the interval [0, t)
is

Li (t) =

∫ t

0

πi (u) du, (9)

and based on this, we can compute TB
i =

LB
i (Ton), which is required to derive the perfor-

mance figures of the system as explained in the
previous section.

To compute πi (t), we must solve the differential
equation

dπ (t)

dt
= π (t) Q, (10)

where π (t) and Q are the vector of state prob-
abilities and the generator matrix of the CTMC
respectively.

For CTMCB we have that

πB (t) =
[
πB
0 (t) , . . . , πB

2K (t)
]

and
QB = [qij] , i, j ∈ {0, . . . , 2K} ,

with the elements of this matrix being

qij =



−λ for i = 0 and j = 0
−µ for i = 2K, j = 2K
−λ− µ for i = {1, . . . , 2K − 1}

and j = i
λ for i = {0, . . . , 2K − 1}

and j = i+ 1
µ for i = {1, . . . , 2K}

and j = i− 1
0 in any other case

(11)

We also need the set of initial conditions πB (0)
to solve (10). Given that stage B starts when
there are Nh users in the system and a new arrival
happens, we have that

πB
i (0) =

{
1 for i = Nh + 1
0 in any other case

With these, we can solve the system specified
by (10) and compute TB

i with (9) as explained
above.1 Note that we can also obtain πB (Ton),

1Instead of solving (10) and then computing (9), πi (t)
and Li (t) can be efficiently evaluated for a given t = Ton
value using the uniformization method.

which is required to compute the set of initial con-
ditions for both the next stage C and stage A, as
explained next.

3.2.2. CTMCC

This case is illustrated in Fig. 3c, with the de-
parture rate being 2µ as both APs are serving
users. In contrast to the previous chain, CTMCC

has an absorbing state, namely, Nl. When the
system reaches this number of users, the second
AP is powered off and the system transitions to
stage A.

As in the previous case, we need to compute
the expected total time the chain spends in each
state during the sojourn time TC . These val-
ues correspond to the time until absorption spent
in each of the non-absorbing states of CTMCC,
which are defined as limt→∞ Li (t) for the set of
states {TNl+1, . . . , T2K}. The times before absorp-
tion can be computed as [15]

LC (∞) QC = −πC (0) , (12)

where

LC (t) =
[
LC
Nl+1 (t) , . . . , LC

2K (t)
]
,

πC (t) =
[
πC
Nl+1 (t) , . . . , πC

2K (t)
]
,

and

QC = [qij] , i, j ∈ {Nl + 1, . . . , 2K} ,

with

qij =



−2µ for i = 2K, j = 2K
−λ− 2µ for i = {Nl + 1, . . . , 2K − 1}

and j = i
λ for i = {Nl + 1, . . . , 2K − 1}

and j = i+ 1
2µ for i = {Nl + 2, . . . , 2K}

and j = i− 1
0 in any other case

(13)
The initial conditions πC (0) are determined by

the distribution of the state probabilities at the
end of stage B, i.e., πB

i (Ton): if there are less
than Nl + 1 users in the system, the second AP
is immediately powered off and the system tran-
sitions to stage A; otherwise, the number of users
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at the end of stage B corresponds to the number
of users at the beginning of stage C.

Following the above, we have that

πC
i (0) =

{
πB
i (Ton) for i = {Nl + 1, . . . , 2K}

0 in any other case

Therefore, the system will spend zero sojourn
time at stage C with probability 1−

∑2K
Nl+1 π

C
i (0).

Once (12) is solved, the sojourn time of stage
C can be computed as

TC =
2K∑

i=Nl+1

LC
i (∞) , (14)

and TC
i = LC

i (∞) for i = {Nl + 1, . . . , 2K} and
0 elsewhere.

3.2.3. CTMCA

This case, illustrated in Fig. 3a, is also modeled
with a CTMC with an absorbing state, namely,
Nh + 1. This state triggers the activation of the
second AP, which corresponds to the transition to
stage B.

The times before absorption can be computed
also with (12), where now we have

LA (t) =
[
LA
0 (t) , . . . , LA

Nh
(t)
]
,

πA (t) =
[
πA
0 (t) , . . . , πA

Nh
(t)
]
,

and
QA = [qij] , i, j ∈ {0, . . . , Nh} ,

with

qij =



−λ for i = 0 and j = 0
−λ− µ for i = {1, . . . , Nh}

and j = i
λ for i = {0, . . . , Nh − 1}

and j = i+ 1
µ for i = {1, . . . , Nh}

and j = i− 1
0 in any other case

(15)

Similarly to the case of CTMCC, the set of ini-
tial conditions πA (0) is determined by the sta-
tus of the system at the end of stage B: in case
there were less than Nl users once the second AP

is available, the system will transition directly to
stage A, i.e.,

πA
i (0) = πB

i (Ton) , for i = {0, . . . , Nl − 1},
(16)

otherwise, the transition to stage A will happen
through state Nl, i.e.,

πA
i (0) = 1−

Nl−1∑
j=0

πB
j (Ton) , for i = Nl (17)

and correspondingly πA
i (0) = 0 for any other

state.
Finally, the sojourn time of stage A is computed

as

TA =

Nh∑
i=0

LA
i (∞) , (18)

and TA
i = LA

i (∞) for i = {0, . . . , Nh} and 0 else-
where.

4. Impact of Ton on performance

To analyze the impact of Ton on the perfor-
mance, we assume a system in which up to 2K =
10 users are allowed, a fixed value of PAP =
3.5 W,2 and λ = 0.1 arrivals/s and 1/µ = 10 s,
which corresponds to an average load of approx.
50%.3 We consider four different activation poli-
cies:

• Nl = Nh = 4: no hysteresis and the activa-
tion threshold lower than the maximum num-
ber of user per AP (K).

• Nl = Nh = 5: no hysteresis and the activa-
tion threshold set to K.

• Nl = 2 and Nh = 4: a hysteresis of two users
and the activation threshold set to K − 1.

2For simplicity, we assume a constant power consump-
tion figure throughout all scenarios. Following our previ-
ous work of [11], the consumption of a Linksys AP ranges
between approx. 2.7 W when there is no activity and 4.4 W
when the activity is maximum. The average of these fig-
ures results approx. 3.5 W, which is the value used.

3These service times can emulate a scenario where a
user downloads e.g. 20 MB using 802.11g, assuming an
effective throughput of approximately 15 Mbps.
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• Nl = 2 and Nh = 5: a hysteresis of three
users and the activation threshold equal to
K.

When presenting the results, we depict with
lines the values from our analytical model and
with points the results of a discrete event simu-
lator that is written in C and whose operation
we validated thoroughly. Each point represents
the average of ten simulation runs, and each run
consisting on more than 106 user departures (we
do not represent the 95%-confidence intervals as
their relative size is well below 1%).

4.1. Total delay Ts

We first analyze, for the four considered poli-
cies listed above, the impact of Ton on the total
delay Ts, with the results shown in Fig. 4. There
are several observations that can be drawn from
the figure. First, the results from the model coin-
cide with the simulations values for all considered
configurations (we obtained the same accuracy for
other configurations of the load, omitted for space
reasons), which confirms the validity of our anal-
ysis. Second, the results also confirm that Ton
has a non-negligible impact on performance, as it
increases delay figures by 25–35% as compared to
the case of zero start-up times. Finally, the policy
more reluctant to power on the second AP (i.e.,
Nh = 5, Nl = 5) results in the largest delays for
all values of Ton, while the policy more eager to
power on the second AP (i.e., Nh = 4, Nl = 2)
results in the smallest delay values.

4.2. Power consumed P

We next analyze the impact of Ton on the to-
tal power consumed by the network with the
four considered policies, with the results shown
in Fig. 5. First, as in the previous case, it is
clear that Ton has significant impact on the perfor-
mance w.r.t. this variable as well, as it increases
power consumption by up to 20%. In addition
to the above, which confirms the quantitative im-
pact of Ton on performance, we note that non-
zero start-up times introduce qualitatively differ-
ent results. For instance, when Ton = 0, the
less consuming scheme is Nh = 5, Nl = 5 (which
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Figure 4: Impact of the activation time Ton on the total
delay Ts.

is inline with intuition, given that the system
spends most of the time in stage A and there-
fore the term PAPT

A prevails in (2)); however,
when Ton > 5 s, the less consuming policy be-
comes Nh = 5, Nl = 2. We also note that
the policy that resulted in the smallest delays
(Nh = 4, Nl = 2) has the largest power con-
sumption only for Ton < 5 s. More specifically,
there is a trade-off between delay performance
and power consumption for Ton ≈ 0, i.e., less con-
suming strategies lead to the largest delays; how-
ever, when Ton > 5 s, this trade-off disappears
partially under some configurations (we will fur-
ther explore these trade-offs in the next section).
In this way, a strategy designed to minimize the
power consumption for Ton = 0 can be outper-
formed by other policies when Ton > 0 (indeed,
for Ton ≥ 20 s it is outperformed by two strate-
gies).

4.3. Blocking probability pB

Concerning the results on the probability pB
that a user is not allowed into the system, because
the maximum capacity 2K has been reached, they
are presented in Fig. 6. The observed behavior
in this case is expected, given the results on Ts
presented in Fig. 4 and the relationship between
Ts and pB given in (6), with the relative order of
the different activation policies being the same:
the higher the delays (because the second AP is
powered off for relatively longer periods of time),
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the higher the probability that a user cannot be
admitted into the system.

4.4. Activation rate ω

Finally, we analyze the impact of Ton on the
rate at which the second AP is powered on and
off ω, with the results being illustrated in Fig. 7.
As expected, the results show that, in general, the
longer it takes the AP to boot (and consequently,
the longer the system remains in stage B), the
lower the activation rate will be, as expressed in
(8). The figure also shows that those policies with
more hysteresis (i.e., Nl = 2) obtain lower activa-
tion rates and result less sensitive to Ton, the rea-
son being that the hysteresis increases the average
sojourn times of stages A and C, thus decreasing
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Figure 7: Impact of the activation time Ton on the activa-
tion rate ω.

the influence of the term TB in (8). Finally, given
a specific hysteresis, the policies more reluctant
to power on the second AP also obtain lower ac-
tivations rates, since the condition to switch on
the second AP (i.e., reaching Nh users) is harder
to satisfy.

5. On the trade-offs in a RoD scheme

Building on the previous results, in this section
we analyze the different trade-offs that appear in
a network that implements a resource on demand
scheme. More specifically, in the previous section
we have seen that, depending on the Nh and Nl

configuration, and the value of Ton, the perfor-
mance in terms of Ts, P , pB and ω changes both
qualitatively and qualitatively. Now we want to
further explore these changes, considering also dif-
ferent values of the system load ρ.

Throughout this section we will focus our find-
ings on the most illustrative trade-offs, namely:

1. Total delay (Ts) vs. power consumption (P ).
This trade-off serves to represent the cost
in terms of power consumption for a given
gain in terms of performance, e.g., how many
watts costs a given reduction in seconds.

2. Power consumption (P ) vs. activation rate
(ω). This trade-off illustrates that the re-
source consumption has two dimensions that
must be carefully considered when configur-
ing the RoD scheme, since a decrease of the
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power consumption may lead to an undesir-
able increase of the activation rate of the sec-
ond AP.4

5.1. Impact of Ton
We start our analysis with the impact of Ton

on the two considered trade-offs. To this aim, we
build on the results from the previous section (i.e.,
ρ = 1/2), and depict them in Figs. 8 and 9, where
each point corresponds to a pair of values ({P, Ts}
for Fig. 8, and {ω, P} for Fig. 9) for a different
value of Ton.5

On the one hand, Fig. 8 illustrates that, as al-
ready showed in the previous section, the longer
the value of Ton, the worse the performance of the
system both in terms of Ts and P , and that differ-
ent Nh, Nl configurations result in different per-
formance figures, both quantitatively and quali-
tatively. The figure also shows another effect of
non-zero Ton, namely, that there are some configu-
rations worse than others under all circumstances.
Indeed, while for the case of Ton = 0, if one con-
figuration results in a lower delay than other it

4For instance, in our previous experimental works (e.g.
[16, 17]) we have experienced faulty behaviour from the
power sources due to frequent rebooting of the devices.
As a high rate of switching on/off an AP may impact its
lifetime, we consider as “very large” values of ω those in
the same order of magnitude as 1/Ton.

5Given the tight matching between analytical and sim-
ulation values, from now we will only represent the values
corresponding to the analysis.
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Figure 9: Impact of the activation time Ton on the P vs.
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also results in a larger power consumption, this is
no longer true when Ton > 0. For instance, when
Ton = 60 s, the configurations Nh = Nl = 5 and
Nh = Nl = 4 obtain worse figures of both P and
Ts than the other two configurations.

On the other hand, Fig. 9 reveals one “positive”
aspect of a longer Ton: given that it takes longer
to complete a cycle of the regenerative model, the
power consumption increases but the activation
rate decreases, which could help to extend the
lifetime of the second AP.

5.2. Impact of ρ

We next analyze how the trade-offs varies for
different values of the network load ρ. To this
aim, we set Ton equal to 30 s and plot the two
considered trade-offs for ρ values ranging between
0.05 and 0.95 in steps of 0.05, with the results
being depicted in Figs. 10 and 11. For the case of
the Ts vs. P trade-off (Fig. 10), we can derive the
following main results:

• When the load is very low, there is very lit-
tle difference between the (de)activation poli-
cies, as only one AP is on almost all the time.

• When the load is very high, though, there are
non-negligible differences in terms of power
(approx. 4%) and, in particular, delay (ap-
prox. 30%) between the best and worst per-
forming case. In all cases, the power con-
sumption is very close to 7 W, hinting that
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the second AP is on most of the time, ei-
ther booting (stageB) or activated (stage C).
The difference in delay performance depends
on the value of Nl: the smaller this value,
the longer the system stays in stage C, thus
providing users with better service.

• Like for the case of Ton, seen in the previous
section, there are qualitatively variations in
the Ts vs. P trade-off when ρ changes, as the
lines corresponding to different Nh, Nl config-
urations not only change their slope but also
might cross each other.

• Given a Nh value, a configuration without
hysteresis (Nl = Nh) obtains a poorer per-
formance both in terms of Ts and P than the
configuration with hysteresis (Nl < Nh) for
all the values of ρ.

We next analyze how the P vs. ω trade-off
varies with ρ, which is illustrated in Fig. 11 and
shows a very-different behavior as compared with
the case of the variation with Ton. Based on the
figure, we can derive the following main conclu-
sions:

• Again, for small ρ values, there are little dif-
ferences between configurations, with P be-
ing very close to the use of only one AP and
ω being close to 0.

• As ρ increases, performance worsens for both
variables, i.e., there is an increase of the
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Figure 11: Impact of the load ρ on the P vs. ω trade-off.

power consumption and the activation rate,
the former already seen in the previous figure,
while the later being caused by the crossing
of the Nh threshold due to the larger load.

• However, once a certain ρ threshold is
crossed, power consumption keeps increas-
ing but the activation rate decreases: this is
because, the higher the load, the less likely
the Nl threshold will be reached, and there-
fore the system will increase the amount of
time with both APs active, which results in
a smaller ω.

• Like in the previous case, strategies with-
out hysteresis obtain worse figures than those
with hysteresis, since the total power is sim-
ilar for both types of RoD schemes but the
activation rate is much higher when no hys-
teresis is employed.

5.3. Impact of Nl

Finally, we analyze the impact of the configu-
ration of the RoD on performance. To this aim,
we fix ρ = 1/2 and perform a sweep on Nl for two
values of Nh = {4, 5}. To further analyze the im-
pact of non-zero start-up times on performance,
we first consider the case of Ton = 0, and then the
case of Ton = 30 s.

Scenario I: Ton = 0. The results corresponding
to this configuration are depicted in Fig. 12 (Ts
vs. P ) and Fig. 13 (P vs. ω). In both cases, the
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trade-offs are monotonous: given a Nh configura-
tion, decreasing the delay implies increasing the
power consumption and, similarly, decreasing the
power consumption implies a higher activation
rate. Additionally, a higher Nh value results in
smaller power consumptions and activation rates.

Scenario II: Ton = 30 s. We represent the results
corresponding to this configuration in Fig. 14 (Ts
vs. P ) and Fig. 15 (P vs. ω). In this case, there is
no monotonous behavior for any of the trade-offs,
which further confirms the qualitative impact of
having a non-zero Ton. More specifically, when
there is a notable hysteresis (i.e., Nl ≤ 2), the
previous trade-offs still exist, with a decrease of
delay (power) resulting in an increase of power
(activation rate). However, when there is no or
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Figure 14: Impact of Nl on the Ts vs. P trade-off, Ton =
30 s.
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Figure 15: Impact of Nl on the P vs. ω trade-off, Ton =
30 s.

very small hysteresis (i.e., Nl closer to Nh), the
performance worsens for both the delay (power)
and the power consumption (activation rate). Ad-
ditionally, the graph shows that, in general, given
a delay bound, a higher value of Nh is preferable
since it leads to smaller power consumption.

6. Optimal configuration of a RoD scheme

Our model not only serves to analyze the trade-
offs in a WLAN implementing a RoD scheme, but
also can be used to derive the optimal configura-
tion of its parameters (namely, Nh and Nl) for
a given scenario (in terms of ρ and Ton), as we
illustrate next. We note that there are many dif-
ferent algorithms and configuration criteria that
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Algorithm 1 Centralized Adaptive Control algo-
rithm

1: Compute T ∗s
2: Set Pmin =∞
3: for Nh = 0 . . . K do
4: for Nl = −1 . . . Nh − 1 do
5: Compute Ts with (6)
6: if Ts < T ∗s (1 + α/100) then
7: Compute P with (2)
8: if P < Pmin then
9: Pmin ← P

10: {N∗h , N∗l } ← {Nh, Nl}
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: Return: {N∗h , N∗l }

could be used to configure the WLAN, and there-
fore that our proposal only serves to illustrate one
approach.

6.1. Optimization Algorithm

Our optimization criterion is as follows. For
our 2-AP setting, the best performance in terms
of delay for any ρ value is the one provided when
both APs are always active. We denote this min-
imum average delay as T ∗s . Then, we assume that
the network administrator is willing to trade-off
an increase of this average delay by e.g. α % in ex-
change for a better power consumption by means
of a RoD scheme. To this aim, we sweep on all
possible values of Nh and Nl, and select that con-
figuration with the minimum power consumption
(denoted as Pmin) among all the ones with an aver-
age delay smaller than (1 +α/100)T ∗s . We denote
this configuration as {N∗h , N∗l }.

We summarize the operation of this scheme in
Algorithm 1, whose computational complexity is
quadratic and relatively small (i.e., it consists on
two sweeps over a small number of possible con-
figurations). We note that the sweep includes the
configuration with Nh = 0 and Nl = −1, i.e., the
case of the two APs always on, and therefore the
algorithm will always provide at least this config-
uration as a result.

6.2. Results

Fig. 16 shows the optimal configuration for
Ton = 0 (top) and Ton = 30 s (bottom). In both
cases, when the load is low (ρ < 0.2), the most
efficient strategy is to use large values of Nh (and
Nl), since the probability that the system reaches
a high number of users is very small and therefore
there is no need to power on the second AP. These
values are almost the same for both the zero and
non-zero start-up case.

As load increases, the value of Nh decreases, to
ensure that the total delay does not exceed the
imposed threshold. Similarly, Nl also decreases
to ensure that the second AP is active for enough
time to maintain the total delay below the thresh-
old. We note that here the configuration between
the zero and non-zero cases changes: when Ton is
30 s, higher values of hysteresis (and lower values
of Nh) are required to keep the total delay be-
low the threshold while minimizing the consumed
power, which also leads to a lower activation rate
of the second AP. Additionally, the value of Nh is
also lower than in the zero start-up case, to pre-
vent situations in which there are many users in
the system while the second AP is being powered
on. In contrast, when Ton is 0 the optimal values
of both Nh and Nl are higher, thanks to the better
dynamics of the system.

For high loads (ρ > 0.8), the value of N∗h is
increased in one unit. This is because Nh and
Nl cannot be but natural numbers, and therefore
this “rounding” has a notable impact on the re-
sulting configuration. For our considered system
and α value, when ρ is above 0.8 both the result-
ing optimal N∗h , and N∗h − 1 fulfil the condition
on the delay (note that it is a relative condition),
while the former results in smaller values of the
power consumption (this can be seen in Fig. 17,
as the increase in the power consumption changes
slightly).

We next analyze the power consumption of the
optimal strategies for Ton = 0 and Ton = 30 s,
with the results being depicted in Fig. 17. We
note that the configuration with minimum de-
lay corresponds to both APs powered on, i.e., a
7 W consumption for all values of ρ, and that the
optimal strategy allow an increase of this mini-
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mum delay of (at most) 10% in order to minimize
power consumption. For low values of the load
(ρ < 0.2), performance is identical for the zero
and non-zero Ton cases, as only one AP is pow-
ered on. When the load is larger (ρ ≥ 0.2), there
is a notable difference between the two cases, this
being caused by the lower values of Nh and Nl for
the Ton = 30 s case, that increase the time spent
by the system in stages B and C. Compared to
the configuration with minimum delay, the sav-
ings range between approx. 10% (high load) and
50% (low load), which further motivates the use
of RoD schemes.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have presented an analytical
model for the case of a simple RoD system, which
takes into account the time required to power on
an AP. The accuracy of the model has been val-
idated via simulations, and results have showed
that, even for the simple scenario considered, the
time required to start-up an AP has a dramatic
impact on performance. Indeed, this time alters
both the quantitative and qualitative results as
compared to the case of zero start-up time. We
have also obtained the optimal configuration of a
simple RoD scheme taking into account the start-
up time, finding that this time modifies the opti-
mal parameters of the RoD system. As a conse-
quence, we believe that the start-up time should
be taken into account when designing infrastruc-
ture on demand policies in real-life deployments.

We are currently extending our model to ac-
count for a larger number of APs. To this aim,
we are building on a semi-Markov process similar
to the one illustrated in Fig. 2, but extended for
2N+1 stages, with N being the number of APs,
and with two types of stages: one type when there
is one AP being powered on (where the system
stays for Ton), and one when there are no APs
being powered on. Our preliminary results show
a good accuracy between simulation figures and
the numerical analysis, whose complexity is sig-
nificantly higher than the one presented in this
paper.
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